
Be severe with yourself; compassionate with others-Voltaire
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ing campaign California is putting on WHEN THE YEAR STARTS flowers, things to bloom, things to live

THE LANCER in a desperate effort to turn the tide; forever. The new growth comes in the

note that she has inaugurated an "Or- It used to be such a puzzle to a great groves, exquisitely fine leaved.

ange Day," on which every one is in- small child why if January was the Tiny buds show like emerald beads.
They're a-runnin' and a-bitin'. vited to eat one dozen California or- first month of the year things didn't Some are swollen and burst to show

Why not drop a line? anges, and also note that in spite of start right then instead of waiting un- their gold and white contents. Trees
I'm goin' to. all this the market declined every day til April and May to grow. But the that are deciduous begin to promise

Did you ever sit down to any kind of last week, while the Florida market child came to Florida and decided this much. And, tempting of tempters, the r

a game, play it as hard as you could held steady all through, and what is was where the year was planned right, fish begin to answer the fisherman's
to win, go through all the stress of the answer? Possibly it is contained Of course there is a spring feeling lure. All the rest of the world simply
doubt and anxiety, and then suddenly in a letter written by one of a firm of here just as much as in the north, aches to get into the little boat and be
have the realization come that it was big New York citrus fruit buyers to a Lots of folks imagine blecause there is off to pleasant, secret deep fishing
all in your own hands, that the game California fruit man, in which he re- no snow and skating and sleighing oles, to forget that any such thing as
was yours? . fers to the California market, when he and that sort of thing, that naturally duty lives anywhere. Then the day

That's just how I feel about the says: "Too many of your oranges are and t noticeso the time when life comes when the quail are again under
game between California and Florida. being shipped here for you to expect nobody notices the te h e ban. The deer may lift their heads
I have been watching it for a number prices. They seem to take to Floridas springs into all the earth. Don't makewithout fear. The quail, it must be,

of years. Five years ago no one in in New York, and of course they are any mistake. The January sensation know that time has come, for they are

California, and possibly but few in far superior to Californias; one Flor- in Florida is sufficiently exciting in back again, calling all around the
Florida, knew that there was any game ida orange is worth one box of Cali- one's veins to satisfy anyone who en- house, jumping after the stray Kaffir

on. In fact, there was none until the fornias to the writer," so you see this joys the spring of the North. corn heads, curtesying, running all

Florida Citrus Exchange came, but its will have a tendency to keep the In January great truck areas are around. One couple seem already to

officials have been playing the game prices lower, started into green life. It is impossi- have announced their engagement.

hard for four years, with California Regarding the campaign of the Cali- ble to feel out of joint with the begin- Yes; be very sure there is a "spring

looking on with a condoling smile for fornia growers through the newspa- ning of the year. Every woman be- feeling" all the same, and it does not

two or three years; the game was all pers for the inauguration of an "Or- gins to want to be planting garden or run to languor, either.

her way, so she thought, and she could ange Day," District Manager Holland,

afford to be generous. of the Florida Citrus Exchange, in haphazard way. They must have one foot above the permanent one,
Last year California waked up to the New York, writes as follows: "We are their proper houses and runs and exer- made of light scantling, on which can

realization that Florida was some com- mailing you today copy of local paper, teir ropeousame as other folk. They be laid about six inches of straw or
petitor in the citrus fruit business, which shows evidence of the campaign cising ground same as other folk. They be laid about six inches of straw or
This year she knows it more certainly, of the California orange people in their must be properly fed at regular inter- similar material, this being kept down
and she realizes that she does not now boost for March 21 as "National Or- vals with proper food; they must be by a couple of boards or so. This false
hold all the cards, and as a matter of ange Day." However, despite this kept properly clean, and, above all, roof should overlap the permanent by
fact I believe that Florida now has strenuous advertising in this district they must be kept within bounds. That bout a foot all around, but of course
the whip-hand; that it is California recently, it is a fact that the market is, they must be fenced in, or every- enclosed. There must be a free pas-
tnat is in the corner-Florida holds has declined every day this week at thing must be fenced off from them. sage for air right through.

the hand that is going to win. the auction sales here, but there is no Poultry is the most persistent mis- The difference of temperature at
Look at the comparative prices now douot that they are making a strenu- chievous biped in existence if allowed which chicken houses can be kept in

being paid for Florida and for Califor- ous effort to attract trade.-Florida to roam at will. It is at the same time coolness by means of this false roof
nia fruit. Size up the great advertis- Grower. the most inquisitive. Turn over a new is almost unbelievable except by those

bed, sow a little seed, weed a little, who have tried it.
rake your yard, rake your walk; in A run should be 60 by 20 feet, with
fact, do anything on Mother Earth, the chicken house at the upper end.
and that chicken will be there the mo- This will accommodate about 25 fowls.H O TO S AR T A (R OV me n t your back is turned, to undo and All runs should be adjoining, running

H OW TO STA T A G OV E scrape up and scratch up and eat up parallel with each other, and intercom-
all you have done or sown. municating, wire-fenced with an eight-

WILSON & TOOMER FERTILIZER CO. A chicken is not like any other ani- inch board run around on the ground
la mal either-that is, any animal with line. It is good practice always to

Manufacturers of IDEAL FERTILIZERS, Jacksonville, Fla. intelligence. You can shoo a dog or have an extra run or two, than are
cat or cow or calf or horse away and actually required. This enables the

Kindly Send Free Book Entitled "How to Start a Grove" after being shooed two or three times fowls of one to be turned into another
Kindly Send Free Book Entitled How to tart a rovethose animals have the intelligence to while it is being grubbed up and

understand they are not wanted in cleaned, and sown to some grass,

Name that particular place and will avoid it. wnich should be done periodically.
Not so the blamed chicken. The more In all the runs two shade trees

Addr_ you shoo it the more persistent it is should be planted. For this purpose
Address in coming back, and the more you shoo there is nothing better than the mul-

it the shorter it makes the intervals berry, which grows so well in Florida.
within which to return. It gives hekvy shade during the

I am suffering at the moment from a months that shade is required, is bare
DIVERSITY FARMING THE POULTRY OF THE FARM plethora of my neighbor's young of leaf during those months when the

chicks coming through the fence, and fowls should have ,all the sun and air
(Continued from page 5) Our good friend, the editor of the the mother strutting up and down just possible, and the fruit is excellent for

through the center of the farm. This Poultry Department, must forgive me showing their offspring where to and greatly relished by the fowls.
plan allows access to every field, ob- if I trespass a little on his confines, scratch and what to destroy. Plum trees are also good for a chick-
viating the necessity of crossing one but it is necessary to touch upon poul- It is nerve-racking, en run, but we already have them in
field to get into another, and doing try runs and their location in the gen- And this is what will happen on the the home orchard.
away with that very prevalent but eral layout of the farm we have under farm, unless the chickens and ducks, Referring back to the ground plan
enormous practice of surrounding a consideration. etc., are fenced in. Don't fence off of this 40-acre farm, the part of the

field by a road. There is no sense in The keeping of poultry is as much from the chickens; fence them in; and homestead in which the poultry should

it and no necessity for it. the business of a well conducted farm this for another reason. be located is taken out of No. 1 5-acre

Out of the two "front" 5-acre fields as is the raising of tne crops. First, Chickens and ducks are by nature field. Later on, when considering the

Stake one acre each, giving thus one there are the home requirements; the great scavengers, and they should not rotation of crops to be practiced on
I take one each side of the central road. family and the hands have to be fed, be allowed to scavenge here, there and these various 5-acre fields I will show
acre on each side of the ended to be and, besides, there is profit in rais- everywhere. Keep them away from how, so far as possible, these four
Tset apart for the homestwo acres are intended (house, ing poultry. Not Only is there profit any kind of filth or dirt which they acres adjoining the homestead should

barn, outbuildings and so forth) kitch- in just cocks and hens of the chicken will delight and wallow in if they be kept in permanent forage crops

en and flower garden occupying ap- variety, but also in ducks and geese, get a chance. Give them clean, dry where the forage can be either cut and

proximately one acre and the other in squabs and on a farm of this size, nests, in weather-tight houses. Give orought in to the livestock or from

acre for the home orchard previously even turkeys. them good runs, kept clean, with time to time the cattle or mules turned

mentioned. All the appurtenances to the poul- scratching pens, plenty of clean litter; out to graze.

I would suggest ten acres to be de- try industry, houses, runs, grain store, all this within fences, and you will The chicken runs should all lead out

voted to citrus fruit, the stand-by of and so forth, should be the nearest to have fine chickens, clean, bright eggs to these pasture lands, so that the

the farm, the old age annuity, the en- the house of the other farm buildings, of good flavor, not strong and coarse fowls can be given full scope to forage
dowment policy of a South Florida Poultry requires more individual at- like those of a scavenger chicken- for themselves at intervals in the fresh

farmer. As the grove calls for the tention than any other branch of live- and success with your poultry in the green fields so provided. But keep

least amount of "daily" labor and as stock on the farm, and for this reason markets, them fenced off even in these fields.

it is a permanency for all time, it it generally falls to the lot of the In Florida chicken houses are not Don't allow them to roam too far afield

would be best to place this at the back farmer's wife or family to care for the an expensive item. Plenty of air is and above all do not let them scavenge.
of the farm on 3, 4, or 4 and 5, or 5 poultry. She or the children are in the main requisite. They should face Ducks should be similarly accommo-

and 6. The main point is to concen- and around the house attending to south or southeast. I need not here dated with houses and runs, and in

trate the labor on a farm as much as home duties most of the day. It is not enter into details of dimensions or each run should be a shallow basin

possible. Whenever practicable, that a very arduous addition to the house- construction, but I may give as a hint with water kept continually fresh and

portion of the farm work, whether in work to attend the poultry, provided an excellent plan to keep the houses clean. Ducks, however, can be al-

crops or livestock that calls for the they are located close to the house, cool during the hot summer months lowed to roam about in the barnyard,

greatest "daily" attention should be and this is where they should be. and which I strongly advocate as a and the same for geese, at regular

nearest the homestead. Economy in Now chickens, ducks, squabs or result of my own personal experience. times, or out in the fields.-Florida

both time and labor is money saved, geese cannot be successfully raised This is to have a false roof at about Grower.

It's peculiar how advertising affects the life of a business, but the unadvertised business dies a horrible death.


